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Jenny Filipetti is an American artist based in Milan, Italy. 
She is driven by the question of how we might imagine 
new possibilities for experience and expand our 
sensory perception, ideas she has developed through 
algorithmically-driven digital paintings, interactive 
objects, immersive concepts and community building, 
and creative research projects.

Systems, codes, and temporality are recurring themes 
in her work, particularly as they are impacted by digital 
technologies. Whether algorithmic, biological, or 
social, we live enmeshed in codes and as participants in 
expanding ecologies of sensory systems both human 
and non-human. Jenny draws from her background 
in biology, semiotics, and computer science as well 
as the arts to juxtapose human and non-human 
attempts to process, catalogue, and make meaning 
of this networked perceptive experience. Her creative 
work and research seek to synthesize Alfred North 
Whitehead’s concepts of concrescence and creativity 
with the work of philosophers Martin Buber and 
Ernst Bloch for their insights into how the past might 
be stored as a source of future potential to generate 
something radically new.

Jenny holds an MFA in Emergent Digital Practices 
from the University of Denver and an undergraduate 
degree in Art-Semiotics from Brown University.
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algorithmic 
paintings

Whether algorithmic, biological, or social, we live enmeshed in codes and as 
participants in expanding ecologies of sensory systems both human and non-

human. Through the rise of computer vision and machine learning, these ecologies 
increasingly also include machines. These works juxtapose human and algorithmic 
attempts to process, catalogue, and make meaning of this networked perceptive 
experience.  Each begins as a photograph or photographic collage, manipulated 

through a sorting algorithm and then relayered.

Viviamo immersi nei sistemi di codice, che sia algoritmico, biologico, o sociale, e 
partecipiamo in ecologie di sistemi sensoriali sia umani che non, le quali includono 
sempre di più anche le macchine. Queste opere sovrappongono i tentativi sia umani 

che algoritmici di capire, catalogare, e dare un significato alle nostre esperienze. 
Per creare ogni dipinto digitale, inizio con una fotografia o un collage fotografico, 

che viene manipolato attraverso un algoritmo e poi ridisposto a strati per comporre 
l’immagine finale.



For everything that movesFor everything that moves
2019. Algorithmically processed photographic collage.



RemembranceRemembrance
2019. Algorithmically processed photographic collage.



FlorimaginationsFlorimaginations
2019. Algorithmically processed photogrammetry photograph. 

Framed digital print. 97cm x 57cm.



Save yourselfSave yourself
2019. Algorithmically processed photographic collage.



The museum of desireThe museum of desire

A series of prints (the below is one), each one accompanied and inspired by personal 
writing fragments related to desire, love, and intimacy. These are works for the worlds 
we inhabit in our minds, whatever happens afterwards to the beauty and mystery and 
longing that made them. Digital paintings derived from the intersection of two kinds of 
vision, like the fragments we will tell stories about later, trying to find an order. As if 
the resoluteness of machines could help us with this one.

SwallowSwallow
2019. Algorithmically processed photographic collage.

She knew herself well enough to know that a train station was the last place She knew herself well enough to know that a train station was the last place 
she should be right now, all of these headlights hurtling forward to a hundred she should be right now, all of these headlights hurtling forward to a hundred 

places she could be instead of here; like for an addict the pull of escape an places she could be instead of here; like for an addict the pull of escape an 
attraction that was tough to fight down. The inky hint of nausea swelled at intervals attraction that was tough to fight down. The inky hint of nausea swelled at intervals 

to the back of her throat, something she managed to coil down only with effort, a to the back of her throat, something she managed to coil down only with effort, a 
desperate meditation, listing in a whisper the names of everything she saw: chair, desperate meditation, listing in a whisper the names of everything she saw: chair, 

streetlight, turn signal, tunnel, shopping bag, security mirror. Impressing this streetlight, turn signal, tunnel, shopping bag, security mirror. Impressing this 
second copy of the world onto her body to try to chain herself into the present. The second copy of the world onto her body to try to chain herself into the present. The 

darkness of night engulfing this building in excruciating slow motion. darkness of night engulfing this building in excruciating slow motion. 
This wanting to be swallowed up.This wanting to be swallowed up.



The day it comes you won’t feel a thingThe day it comes you won’t feel a thing
2020. Algorithmically processed photographic collage.

Winter landscapeWinter landscape
2019. Algorithmically processed photographic collage.

Digitocubist landscapeDigitocubist landscape
2018. Algorithmically processed photographic collage.





Mediated meditations on the skies. A study of everyday 
color. As if the earth itself could be experienced as 
pure wavelength, and we navigating its terrains of 
intensity.

The sky seriesThe sky series
2018 to present. Algorithmically processed photographs of the sky.



interactive 
technology

Interactive and responsive installations that explore how we might creatively engage 
with new technologies and expand our sensory perception.

Visit jennyfilipetti.com to see video of all interactive and responsive installations.

Installazioni interattive che esplorano come potremmo relazionarci fantasiosamente 
con le tecnologie nuove e cercare di espandere la nostra capacità di percezione.

Visita il sito jennyfilipetti.com per vedere 
documentazione video di ognuno di questi progetti.

http://jennyfilipetti.com
http://jennyfilipetti.com


Breath vesselsBreath vessels
2015. Interactive installation: ceramic, monitor, custom hardware and software. 

Vessels: Slipcast ceramic / PLA.

Breath Vessels gives visible creative power to the life-sustaining ritual of breath. 
Breath is the interface between our own bodies and our environment. It is not only 
deeply tied to our own biological and emotional life, but also affects those around us, 
as people read into our emotional state or we enter into cycles of physical exchange 
with people, plants, and other organisms.

In this interactive installation, a virtual 3D model is generated in realtime as one exhales 
into a handheld shell-like form. The strength and speed of the breath in each moment 
determines how wide the vessel is. These forms are then 3D printed or translated into 
ceramic through slipcasting or clay 3D printing. Each vessel transforms the ephemeral 
breath into a persistent record of a moment otherwise already lost to time.

Below, clockwise from top left: Below, clockwise from top left: Generated digital 3D model files; installation of vessels; view of interactive 
installation at Form & Concept, Santa Fe, NM, USA; a participant exhales to produce a custom vessel.





Liquid mirrorLiquid mirror
2015/2019. Responsive installation. 3D printed nylon, acrylic, Kinect, LEDs,  

custom hardware and software.

Each interactive light installation in this series acts as an abstracted “light mirror” that 
transforms the movements of passersby into flickering patterns of light. In a sense, it 
also mirrors the moods and emotions that encounter it, inviting playful interaction as 
equally as meditative reflection. The piece does not demand intentional interaction 
but rather reacts to its surroundings, generating surprise and delight among its often-
unsuspecting viewers.

Both physically and conceptually these works evoke the comfort and reassurance of 
light. If we feel alone amidst the darkness of night, these pieces bear witness to our 
presence, illuminating us in their glow. There is a living quality to the subtleties of this 
light, accompanying us in however transient our passage through its shared space.


